Study of different types of quartz from Paleozoic feldspathic sandstones of the Iberian range: provenance
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STUDY. OF DIFFERENT. TYPES OF QUARTZ FROM PALEOZOIC 
U;LDSPATHIC §ANDSTONES OF THE IBERIAN RANGE: ?ROVE�IANCE 
I NTERPRETATtQ.N 
by Jose ARRIBAS 
Dpto. Petrologfa, Universidad Complutense. Madrid (3),SPAIN. 
A study of the different types of quartz for ;dentlfic� 
tion of Source areas has been done on a probable Cambrian 
feldspathic detrital formation which outcrops at Malanqurl1a 
(laragoza) I and belongs to the aragonese branch of the Iberian 
Range. 
The first phase of our worK consisted in the analysis 
of the undulose extinction of monocrystalline quartz 9rains� 
and the percentages of po)ycrystal line quartz composed of more 
than three or less than three crystal units. The resu1ts were 
applied accordin9 to the method proposed by BASU et a1.(1975) 
(Fig. I). 
A goOd provenance interpretation was not able to be 
accomplished by this method due to the strong diagenetic 
proceSSes which have affected these materials (Anchizone from 
KUBLERJ 1968). and low content of argl11aceous matrix. 
The results obtained from the extinction of quartz 
9rains cannot be attributed to the source area. but to 
mechanical dlagenetic processes of the studied material. 
According to these results� the use of undulose 
extinction in monocrystalline quartz grains lacks validity for 
our purpose. For this reason, a more detailed statistical 
study was made On polycrystalline quartz grain textures (mode� 
number, orientation and intercrystal units boundaries). A 
classification was also done following several authors(KRYNIN� 
1946; FOLK, 1968: YOUNG, 1976). 
The former parameters were related to three main types 
o f  source areas (granitic. high-rank metamorphic *gnelsslc-
- :.i:D: -
and low-rank metamorphic sources). 
Based on these data, three groups of samples 
differently influenced by the former source areas were 
established (Fig.2). 
The presence of a large content of different types of 
feldspars in most of the samples made us check up the method 
associating the feldspars with the different source areas 
(Fl g. l) . 
According to this approach, the plagioclase and pertites 
are related to granitic sources, while orthoclase and 
microcline �ight be associated with gneissic sources (high-rank 
metamorphism), due to their large size. 
Finally, we consider this method of great value in 
interpreting the provenance of high-diagenetic sands tones that 
cannot be analyzed by BA5U-s method (1975). 
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